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Evercool Magnet DC5V
USB 120mm Fan w/ Speed
Control - 1200-1700RPM
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$11.96 was

$15.95
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Short Description

For the computer case cooling, the case is no longer staged like an oven in the hot summer.Align your CPU to give it a big cool
breeze and make your laptop is no longer overheating.

It would bother office workers who easily to hand sweat and sometimes even only sitting in the air-conditioned office, typing and
sweating could be irritated. Simple and stylish shape, with a refreshing white appears, a lightweight mini-pedestal fan makes you
no longer embarrassing.

Description

For the computer case cooling, the case is no longer staged like an oven in the hot summer.Align your CPU to give it a big cool
breeze and make your laptop is no longer overheating.

It would bother office workers who easily to hand sweat and sometimes even only sitting in the air-conditioned office, typing and
sweating could be irritated. Simple and stylish shape, with a refreshing white appears, a lightweight mini-pedestal fan makes you
no longer embarrassing.

Features

A 12 cm multi-functional superior airflow efficiency fan that can be free to placed anywhere.
USB device, a desk fan easy to plug into computer .
With superior airflow efficiency, a fan can be placed in office, living room, and bedroom.
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As a computer-cooling fan, it offers excellent cooling performance.
Lightweight, mini size, easy to storage.
Powerful magnets design base. Easily adsorb on any magnetic metal surface, save the placement
space.

Firmly adsorb on the metal containers,PC case, office partition and desktop, etc.
360° rotation fan can be adjusted airflow direction. It improves the traditional fan which only available
one-way airflow   supply problem.
Low noise high cooling performance device that provides 2 strength of airflow.
Simple power switch design!Connect the computer's USB port, and then press the fan side of the
switch.
Impressive quietness! EVERCOOL USB fan give users fresh cool air and comfortable feeling at very low
noise level.

Specifications

Overall Dimension : 155 x 150 x 37 mm

DC Fan Size : 120 x 120 x 25 mm

Bearing Type : EL bearing

Fan Speed : Max1700 ± 15% RPM / Min1200 ± 15% RPM

Noise Level : Max < 31.7 dBA / Min < 24.2 dBA

Rated Voltage : 5 V.DC

Weight : 254 g
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Additional Information

Brand Evercool

SKU EV-MUF-12

Weight 1.2000

Color White

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection USB

Fan Voltage 5 VDC

Fan RPM 1700

Fan Noise (dB) 32

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711158197400

Special Price $11.96


